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Abstract—Since remote sensing images of post-fire vegetation1

are characterized by high resolution, multiple interferences, and2

high similarities between the background and the target area,3

it is difficult for existing methods to detect and segment the4

burned area in these images with sufficient speed and accuracy.5

In this paper, we apply Salient Object Detection (SOD) to6

burned area segmentation, the first time this has been done,7

and propose an efficient burned area segmentation network8

(BASNet) to improve the performance of unmanned aerial vehicle9

(UAV) high-resolution image segmentation. BASNet comprises10

positioning module and refinement module. The positioning mod-11

ule efficiently extracts high-level semantic features and general12

contextual information via global average pooling layer and13

convolutional block to determine the coarse location of the14

salient region. The refinement module adopts the convolutional15

block attention module to effectively discriminate the spatial16

location of objects. In addition, to effectively combine edge17

information with spatial location information in the lower layer18

of the network and the high-level semantic information in the19

deeper layer, we design the residual fusion module to perform20

feature fusion by level to obtain the prediction results of the21

network. Extensive experiments on two UAV datasets collected22

from Chongli in China and Andong in South Korea, demonstrate23

that our proposed BASNet significantly outperforms state-of-24

the-art SOD methods quantitatively and qualitatively. BASNet25

also achieves a promising prediction speed for processing high-26

resolution UAV images, thus providing wide-ranging applicability27

in post-disaster monitoring and management.28

Index Terms—Forest fire monitoring, burned area segmenta-29

tion, salient object detection, convolutional neural network30

I. INTRODUCTION31

DURING the arid season of a year, about 400 Mha of32

vegetation-covered land in the world caught on fire [1].33

As one of the natural phenomena, vegetation fires can promote34

vegetation re-growth, but they can also have a devastating35
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Fig. 1. Post-fire burned areas photographed by UAV.

impact on human infrastructure. In addition, secondary impact 36

on the environment following fires can pose hazards such as 37

erosion, flooding and degradation of water quality [2], [3]. To 38

minimize long-term hazards from vegetation fires, land man- 39

agement staff typically conduct post-disaster restoration soon 40

after a fire and within a year [3]. Post-disaster management 41

planning requires a structured assessment of the landscape 42

mosaic and scale of the fire, which includes locating and 43

estimating the extent of the burned area [4]. 44

With the development of geo-information technology, satel- 45

lite data can provide critical information for the management 46

of vegetation fires. This information is spatially comprehensive 47

and directly from surface features [5]. Currently, satellite data 48

provided by Landsat, Modis and others have been applied in 49

studies to assess post-fire vegetation cover resilience, vege- 50

tation recovery processes, etc. However, there are limitations 51

in satellite data that cannot be ignored in such studies. For 52

example, satellite image quality can be affected by cloud 53

cover, and high-resolution images usually have a high cost 54

[6]. Although new satellite sensors offer finer spatial scales 55

and faster response capabilities to counter the drawbacks of 56

satellite data being unsuitable for achieving regional and local 57

targets, they are still expensive [7]. In contrast, unmanned 58

aerial vehicles (UAVs) combine the advantages of high res- 59

olution, fast turnaround times and lower operating costs with 60

the ability to plan routes flexibly to avoid the effects of 61

weather, thus providing wide-ranging applicability in post- 62

disaster detection and management [8]. Today, remote sensing 63

(RS) images acquired by UAVs are used in various image 64

processing tasks [9], [10]. Therefore, it also can be applied to 65

the study of fire burned areas [11]. Fig. 1 shows examples from 66

two datasets used in our study. Fig. 1(a) shows the damage 67
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Fig. 2. Examples of the saliency maps of different methods: a) Input images;
(b) Ground truth; (c) UNet; (d) PSPNet; and (e) DANet.

(a) Examples of occlusions

(b) Examples of similar patterns

Fig. 3. Examples of the occlusions and similar patterns.

map after a fire in Chongli, one of the three major competition68

areas of the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics. Fig. 1(b) shows69

the damage map after a fire in South Korea.70

There are many challenges for the effective retrieval of71

burned areas from UAV images. In addition, it is important to72

note that in the task of burned area segmentation (BAS), the73

main purpose is to detect the whole area that has been burned74

by fire using UAVs, which is of vital importance for post-75

disaster assessment and management. Although not belonging76

to the burned area, new growth and unburned soil are still77

within the scope of burned area, and thus it should be classified78

as target burned area that is useful for further assessment79

(The annotation of existing datasets also follows the same80

principle). For examples, Fig. 2 shows some examples of81

the saliency maps of different methods applied on the two82

datasets. The first challenge is the large scale of the burned83

area. As shown in Fig. 3(a), due to shooting time, weather84

or geography, there are many different interferences on a85

large area causing occlusions. Previous related studies have86

used semantic segmentation, which in fact is a pixel-level87

classification of the burned area, to address this challenge. For 88

large regions with occlusions (e.g., new growth, unburned soil, 89

etc.), and those affected by weather (e.g., frost, snow, etc.), 90

semantic segmentation may classify these occlusions in the 91

target region as other classes of pixels. Thus, the segmentation 92

accuracy for the entire burned region is limited. To address 93

this limitation, we employ Salient Object Detection (SOD) for 94

segmenting burned area. SOD is based on the human visual 95

attention mechanism which aims to imitate this ability by 96

automatically identifying and segmenting the most distinctive 97

objects in an image [12]. Compared with semantic segmen- 98

tation, SOD focuses more quickly on the more meaningful 99

and salient information in the scene (i.e., the burned area in 100

our case) while suppressing the influence of other irrelevant 101

objects (e.g., the background including vegetation, houses, 102

road, etc. and the occlusions within the burned area). Thus, it is 103

advantageous for SOD to segment the burned area from UAV- 104

acquired images with complex background and occlusions 105

[13], which helps to improve the robustness and accuracy of its 106

segmentation. But these occlusions are also part of the burned 107

area and need to be designated for post-disaster restoration. 108

The SOD method we adopt segments the burned area as a 109

complete target. To deal with scenes with more interfering 110

objects, we propose to segment the significant targets in the 111

image by combining global semantic and spatial information. 112

There are two sub-modules in our network. The positioning 113

module is used to identify the contextual information and rich 114

semantic information of salient target regions in the high (i.e., 115

deep) level of the encoder. The refinement module is used to 116

identify spatial location and edge information in the low level, 117

while the feature fusion is performed layer by layer using our 118

residual fusion module (RFM) to finally segment the burned 119

area as a whole target. 120

The second challenge is the complexity of region edges 121

and numerous similar patterns of foreground and background 122

in a large natural environment (as illustrated in Fig.3(b)), 123

posing difficulties for neural network learning. Therefore, we 124

use the convolutional block attention module (CBAM) in the 125

refinement module of the burned area segmentation network 126

(BASNet). This enables BASNet to make fuller use of the edge 127

texture and spatial location in the low and middle layers of 128

the encoder. In addition, we employ an adaptive loss function. 129

Usually binary cross-entropy (BCE) and intersection over 130

union (IoU) are used globally for the loss functions. However, 131

when all pixels are considered equally, these functions lead 132

to class differences between foreground and background [14]. 133

Therefore, we use the adaptive pixel intensity (API) loss, 134

which in our case focuses more on pixels near the fine or 135

explicit edges than on pixels in the background and in the 136

centre of the salient object. This ultimately allows our network 137

to better segment the salient regions. 138

The third challenge is the high resolution of the images cap- 139

tured by UAVs. Traditional methods for burned area segmen- 140

tation (BAS) and machine learning require pre-processing and 141

post-processing which fail to achieve end-to-end segmentation. 142

The resolution of the images detected by general deep learning 143

networks is also much lower than that of the images taken 144

by UAVs. If these methods were applied to high-resolution 145
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images, then longer time and more equipment are required,146

rendering them less practical. Therefore, Tran et al. [11] used147

cropping to process such high-resolution images with some148

success. They cropped the images for prediction, and then149

combined the individual results to obtain the final prediction150

results. This resulted in two additional problems. First, the151

burned area caused by forest fires is generally large, and the152

segmented images may either include all burned areas or all153

background areas in a single image. Thus, the global spatial154

and semantic information could be lost when the deep learning155

network performs segmentation, hence reducing the accuracy156

of segmentation. Second, to identify large scale regions in high157

resolution images, inputting them to the deep learning network158

for prediction and followed by merging them require additional159

pre-processing and post-processing. Thus, the existing BAS160

methods cannot deal with RS images with high resolution161

effectively.162

In this paper, we address the challenges existing in the task163

of segmenting post-fire burned area using RS images. The164

major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:165

1) An end-to-end network BASNet based on SOD is pro-166

posed to segment the burned area using high-resolution images167

acquired from UAV. BASNet effectively solves the problem168

that previous methods used for BAS cannot accurately detect169

the target in real time.170

2) The positioning and refinement modules are proposed171

to capture the multi-level feature information by fusing rich172

semantics with the information of spatial location and edge,173

which effectively alleviate the problem of segmenting the large174

burned regions.175

3) An adaptive loss function is introduced to enable the176

network to focus more on pixels near fine or explicit edges of177

burned regions and similar patterns between foreground and178

background in RS images, thus increasing the segmentation179

accuracy.180

4) A high-resolution dataset containing UAV acquired im-181

age samples and the corresponding pixel-wise annotations is182

created from Chongli District for BAS. The proposed BASNet183

consistently outperforms other state-of-the-art methods in the184

experiments.185

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section186

II, we briefly review the related works of SOD and its187

applications in optical RS images and BAS. In Section III, we188

present the details of the proposed BASNet. In Section IV, the189

experimental comparisons and ablation analysis are discussed.190

Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section V.191

II. RELATED WORK192

A. Salient Object Detection (SOD)193

SOD generally refers to the detection and segmentation of194

salient objects/regions in a scene by imitating the attention195

mechanism of human vision [15]. Traditional SOD models196

rely on hand-crafted features or heuristic prior knowledge[12].197

With the advent of deep learning, convolutional neural net-198

works (CNNs) [16] with powerful feature-awareness have199

greatly contributed to the advancement of SOD. However, the200

performance of many SOD methods in practical applications is201

limited to resource conditions due to the size of the network 202

with a large number of parameters and high computational 203

requirements. Long et al. [17] proposed a fully convolutional 204

network (FCN), which substantially reduces computational 205

cost while preserving spatial information by eliminating fully 206

connected layers. FCN has inspired many SOD network archi- 207

tectures to be proposed. In order to integrate different layers 208

of features, Hou et al. [18] introduced short connections of 209

skiplayer structure in FCN. Wu et al. [19] proposed a cas- 210

caded partial decoder (CPD) framework that increases speed 211

of operation by discarding low-level features and iteratively 212

optimizing high-level features using saliency maps of high- 213

level features. Recently, many networks are designed based on 214

bottom-up architectures. These networks first acquire a coarse 215

saliency map, then refine it by gradually combining spatial- 216

detail-rich features at the lower layers, and finally output 217

the final saliency map at the top layer [12]. Zhou et al. 218

[20] created CTDNet comprising three branches with three 219

fusion modules from coarse to fine to improve the localization 220

of a region and the quality of its boundary. They proposed 221

a boundary refinement module (BRM) to utilize the salient 222

boundary information provided by the boundary path to further 223

refine the boundary. As an efficient and scalable pre-processing 224

technique, SOD is nowadays applied to many downstream 225

vision tasks, such as scene classification, visual tracking, light 226

field image segmentation, RS image processing, etc. 227

SOD has been widely used not only in images of natural 228

scenes, but also increasingly in optical RS images. Zhao et 229

al. [21] proposed a sparsity-guided RS image SOD model for 230

optical RS images. Zhang et al. [22] proposed an adaptive 231

multiple feature fusion model using multiple feature relation- 232

ships to improve the accuracy in the extraction of the region of 233

interest (ROI) of SOD models for optical RS images. Li et al. 234

[13] proposed an end-to-end deep network, LVNet, based on 235

the shape of the network structure. LVNet detects significant 236

objects in optical RS images in a purely data-driven manner. 237

Zhang et al. [23] proposed a dense attentional fluid network to 238

make shallow attentional cues flow into deeper layers to guide 239

the generation of advanced feature attention maps such that 240

they can better detect small targets in optical RS images. They 241

employed CBAM [24] in the network structure to generate 242

a single-scale attention map, which enhances the prediction 243

effect. 244

However, current research on SOD for optical RS images 245

tends to focus on small objects, and there has not been 246

any relevant research on using SOD for large area detection. 247

Compared with detecting small targets in RS images, SOD in 248

large areas faces difficulties in the presence of occlusions in 249

large areas, similar foreground and background information, 250

and complex decomposition of edges. Thus, previous SOD 251

networks usually show unsatisfactory performance when deal- 252

ing with large salient area detection. 253

B. Burned Area Segmentation (BAS) 254

Several studies have proposed solutions for post-forest fire 255

monitoring. Biase and Laneve [25] used an improved SFIDE 256

algorithm for BAS in satellite images. Brand and Manandhar 257
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Fig. 4. The process for real-time BAS using an UAV to photograph the post-fire scene.

[26] used an improved version of UNet to train and predict258

using the burned area dataset captured by Sentinel-2. Zanetti et259

al. [27] proposed a detection system based on the burn severity260

index threshold applied to multispectral images. However, the261

use of such satellite images can be affected by the correction262

period of satellite platforms, cloud coverage effects, projection263

shadows [6] and data acquisition. Therefore, several methods264

[28], [29], [30], [31], [11] used UAV images instead. The in-265

tegration of UAV image segmentation algorithms has become266

an attractive research topic in the field of RS. It can be an267

effective tool for monitoring the damaged areas after forest268

fires. However, current methods for segmenting UAV images269

tend to reduce the size of their input images by resizing or270

cropping before training due to the limitation of equipment,271

where the semantic or spatial information might be lost, and272

extra post-processing is needed. Tran et al. proposed a dual273

segmentation network based on UNet [11]. They cropped the274

5472×3648 images into 912×912 and 128×128, and then275

sent them to the network, requiring post-processing of the276

predicted results into RGB and EXIF data necessary for the277

DroneDeploy platform. In this work, the proposed network278

can directly process the RS images with high resolution279

without significant reduction of the size of the original images,280

avoiding the loss of useful information.281

III. PROPOSED METHOD282

Fig. 4 shows the process of the proposed method. The map283

of the burned area (i.e., the damage map) is obtained in real284

time by using a UAV to photograph the post-disaster area285

and simultaneously transfer it to the deployed BASNet. An286

appropriate staff can instantly determine the next priority flight287

area of the UAV based on the map, making the data collection288

and processing more flexible and rapidly. This process is not289

possible with existing methods used for BAS. The rest of this290

section is organized as follows. Section III-A describes the291

overall structure of BASNet. Section III-B and Section III-292

C introduce the two submodules of BASNet. Section III-D293

describes the loss function used by BASNet and the calculation294

of the total loss of the network output.295

A. Main framework of BASNet296

In this work, we propose a lightweight network BASNet297

specifically for BAS as shown in Fig. 5. For the encoder, we298

use ResNet-18 [32] as a backbone network. It is pre-trained299

on ImageNet [33] and forms several feature layers. Due to the300

high resolution, the coarse lower-level features require more301

computation, so we only utilize features from the last four302

stages with strides of 4, 8, 16 and 32 relative to the input303

image. These four features are denoted as F (1), F (2), F (3), 304

and F (4). 305

The decoder of the network has two sub-modules: posi- 306

tioning module and refinement module. The positioning mod- 307

ule captures rich semantic contextual information and global 308

contextual information with large receptive fields from F (3)
309

and F (4), and generates an initial coarse saliency mapping. 310

The refinement module uses the CBAM to capture the spatial 311

location and edge information in F (1) and F (2) to further 312

refine the target and generate the final salient region map. The 313

positioning module and the refinement module complement 314

each other by fusing layer by layer via the RFM, obtaining 315

the final output via the BRM. An auxiliary predictor exists at 316

the end of the positioning module and the refinement module, 317

enabling the network to pay more attention to pixels that 318

are more difficult to predict, e.g., near fine edges or explicit 319

edges via API loss. As a result, the localization accuracy of 320

the region and the quality of the boundary are significantly 321

improved. 322

We deploy a mask prediction layer for the decoded features 323

and use a sigmoid layer to map the range of saliency scores 324

into [0,1]. The prediction layer converts 3D features into 2D 325

saliency maps based on the number of feature channels at 326

different decoding scales. The final output of BASNet is from 327

the predicted saliency map at the highest decoding level. The 328

overall processing of the input image by BASNet is shown in 329

Algorithm 1, where further details are given in Sections III-B 330

and III-C. 331

B. Positioning Module 332

The currently available deep learning-based methods for 333

BAS [11] tend to adopt the U-shape structure proposed by 334

UNet [34]. However, the U-shape structure suffers from two 335

problems [20]: 1) Dilution of semantic information in the 336

process of layer feature fusion; and 2) Weak capacity for 337

capturing global contextual information. These problems may 338

lead to inaccurate locations of salient objects and incomplete 339

segmentation results. But semantic information and global 340

contextual information are important for BAS due to the 341

influence of: 1) occlusions in certain regions; and 2) the 342

similarity between background and foreground in the natural 343

environment. 344

To address the two problems of U-shape structure, we 345

employ the positioning module to capture rich semantic and 346

global contextual information with large receptive fields, while 347

integrating them via the RFM. The positioning module gener- 348

ates an initial mapping for the location of the salient regions 349

as follows. First, to obtain more global contextual information 350
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Fig. 5. The framework of the proposed BASNet which comprises a positioning module and a refinement module to respectively generate the initial coarse
salient map and the final saliency region map.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of BASNet
Input: n burned area datasets [S1, . . . , Sn]
Output: Saliency maps [F1, . . . , Fn], where Fi includes[

P
(1)
i , P

(2)
i , P

(3)
i

]
Pre-train the encoder of the network and apply it on a test
image
The four predicted feature layers are fed into the network
decoder to generate the significance map
for i = 1; i ≤ n; i← i+ 1 do
F

(1)
i + F

(2)
i + F

(3)
i + F

(4)
i ← En (Si)

Input feature layers F (3)
i , F

(4)
i into the positioning mod-

ule (PM) to generate the predicted saliency map P (1)
i :

P
(1)
i ← PM

(
F

(3)
i , F

(4)
i

)
Input feature layers F (1)

i , F
(2)
i into the refinement module

(RM) to generate the predicted saliency map P (2)
i :

P
(2)
i ← RM

(
F

(1)
i , F

(2)
i

)
Input P (1)

i , P
(2)
i into the BRM after feature fusion pro-

cessing to generate the final predicted saliency map P (3)
i :

P
(3)
i ← BRM

(
P

(1)
i , P

(2)
i

)
Fi ←

[
P

(1)
i , P

(2)
i , P

(3)
i

]
end for
return [F1, . . . , Fn]

in the positioning module, we use a global average pooling351

(GAP) layer at the tail of the backbone network. We then352

apply 1× 1 convolution to F (3) and F (4) to limit the number 353

of channels to 64, and remove the redundant information 354

generated by too many channels to reduce the computational 355

cost. The application of 1× 1 convolution also facilitates the 356

reduction of redundant information generated by subsequent 357

modules of our network such as convolutional block (CB) and 358

CBAM in processing images. 359

Finally, we propose an RFM and embed it into BASNet as 360

shown in Fig.5 that effectively fuses the upsampled output of 361

the GAP layer and features of the latter two stages to form an 362

initial coarse saliency mapping of the significant burned area. 363

The positioning module is formalized as 364

M (1)=CB1(RFM1(C1×1(F
(4)), Up1(C1×1(GAP(F (4))))))

(1)

M (2) = CB2(RFM2(C1×1(F
(3)), Up1(M

(1))) (2)

P (1) = Up2(M
(2)), (3)

where C1×1 and Up respectively denote the 1 × 1 convolu- 365

tion and bilinear interpolation upsampling. Up1 denotes up- 366

sampling to the size needed for the next RFM, and Up2 367

denotes up-sampling to the same size as the original image for 368

regression with masks. P (1) denotes the output of positioning 369

module. 370

RFM is a residual fusion module. It fuses the result f2 of the 371

previous feature map processed by the decoder with the next 372

feature map f1 in the form of residual concatenation. It facil- 373

itates the exchange of iterative information between branches 374
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(a) UNet (b) BASNet

Fig. 6. The comparison of UNet and BASNet segmentation effect.

and mitigates the differences between features while enhancing375

the low-level features. We designed a set of weighting factor376

δ for feature fusion to balance the contribution of two parts.377

The parameters of 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1, and 1.2 were selected378

for coefficients δ. Based on the observation, we found that 1379

is the optimal value in our BAS scenario. This allows RFM380

to reduce the redundant information introduced between each381

other when performing feature fusion, where f1 and f2 absorb382

useful information to complement each other. At the same383

time, redundant noise information is suppressed so that the384

entire model branch gradually generates more accurate salient385

feature maps based on the burned area as a whole when feature386

fusion is continuously performed. The RFM is formalized as387

RFM(f1, f2) = f1 + δ · (f1 � f2) , (4)

where � denotes the element-level multiplication between388

matrices, δ is the weighting factor, f1 is the feature input of389

the current branch, and f2 is the feature input of the previous390

branch.391

To further integrate semantic information from the feature392

maps fused by RFM, we designed CB. In our design, each CB393

unit contains three convolutional layers, where the number of394

input and output channels is kept the same. Each convolutional395

layer is followed by a batch normalization layer and a ReLU396

activation function.397

C. Refinement Module398

The positioning module determines the basic location of399

salient regions by capturing rich semantic contextual infor-400

mation and high-level feature information. However, since401

the high-level feature layer has been down-sampled several402

times, it loses much spatial location information and global403

information. Thus, it is difficult for the positioning module to404

obtain accurate edges and it might identify some false positive405

areas similar to the burned areas. Additionally, in previous406

deep learning-based segmentation of burned areas, researchers407

often use semantic segmentation networks based on U-shape.408

But often a U-shape type network has a large number of409

parameters and is difficult to be trained and to predict directly410

on a device like a 1080 Ti GPU. Thus, researchers would first411

sub-divide the images and stitch the processed sub-images to412

get the prediction results. We find that the segmentation maps413

produced in this way often have very rough boundaries. As414

shown in Fig. 6, the left figure [11] shows the latest research415

results on BAS in December 2020, where a network based on416

two-stage UNet semantic segmentation performed BAS. It can417

Input 
Feature

Channel 
Attention 

Channel 
Attention Refined 

Feature

CBAM

Fig. 7. Convolutional block attention module (CBAM).

be seen that the prediction of the edges is relatively coarse. 418

Therefore, we use the refinement module to extract the rich 419

spatial location information and edge information in the lower 420

layers of the network to obtain the results of BASNet on the 421

right of Fig. 6, where the completeness of the segmentation 422

and the accuracy of the edges are greatly improved. 423

In the refinement module, a CBAM attention module [24] 424

is embedded behind F (1), F (2) of the backbone network. As 425

shown in Fig. 7, the left panel shows the results without the 426

addition of CBAM prediction, and the right panel shows the 427

results after the addition. It can be seen that CBAM reduces the 428

identification of false positive regions. The CBAM module will 429

infer the attention maps sequentially along two independent 430

dimensions (channel and spatial). This is followed by multi- 431

plying them with the input feature maps to perform adaptive 432

feature optimization. The branch where F (2) is located then 433

uses a 3×3 convolution after the CBAM module to reduce the 434

number of channels and remove redundant information. Using 435

a 3× 3 convolution kernel instead of 1× 1 better utilizes the 436

spatial location information obtained from the CBAM module. 437

The number of channels in the branch where F (1) is located 438

is already the same as the other branches, so there is no 439

need to reduce its dimension. F (1) and F (2) are then fed into 440

RFM for fusion with the feature information obtained from 441

the high level. It should be particularly noted that the feature 442

layer fused with F (1) originates from F (4). And the semantic 443

information of the high level is used to suppress the non- 444

significant background region information of the low level to 445

obtain the prediction map P (2), which is the bottom of the 446

three outputs in Fig. 5 and M (3) which is from F (2). Finally, 447

M (3) is fed into the BRM with M (4) for a more refined 448

feature fusion to obtain the final prediction result P which 449

is the middle of the three outputs. The refinement module is 450

formalized as 451

M (3) = CB3(RFM3(C3×3(CBAM1(F
(2))), Up1(P

(1))))
(5) 452

M (4) = CB4(RFM4(CBAM2(F
(1)), Up1(M

(1)))) (6)
453

P (2) = Up2(M
(4)), (7)

454

P = Up2(BRM(Up1(M
(3)), Up1(M

(4)))), (8)

where CBAM denotes CBAM attention module, RFM denotes 455

residual feature module, BRM is the boundary refinement 456
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sigmoid
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conv-3

GAP

1 x 1
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Fig. 8. Diagram of boundary refinement module (BRM).

module, P (2) is the auxiliary predictor of the refinement457

module, and P is the final prediction result of the network.458

BRM is the module proposed by Zhao et al. in [20]. It459

acts as the final fine fusion at the end of BASNet and refines460

the predictions of the salient regions. As shown in Fig. 8,461

the output features of these two branches are first combined462

by an addition operation. The fused feature set Bf is then463

generated as a feature vector. The attention vector is further464

computed, and feature learning is guided by 1×1 convolution465

and sigmoid functions. The weight vector can reweight the466

fused features Bf for feature selection, and refinement by467

multiplication operations to generate Br. Finally, the improved468

features Br are combined with Bf to enhance the feature469

representation by two 3×3 convolutional layers. Note that each470

3× 3 convolution is followed by a batch normalization and a471

ReLU activation function. The above process is formalized as472

Bf = Up3 (f1) + f2 (9)
473

Br = Bf ⊗ σ (C1×1 (GAP (Bf ))) (10)
474

BRM(f1, f2) = C3×3 (C3×3 (Br +Bf )) , (11)

where Up3 denotes up-sampling to the same size as f2, ⊗475

denotes multiplication operation, and σ denotes the weight476

vector.477

D. Adaptive Pixel Intensity loss478

For the loss function, we combined BCE loss and IoU loss479

to initially reduce the difference between the object and the480

background. However, BCE and IOU consider each pixel as481

globally equal, which can lead to class differences between482

foreground and background. The localization accuracy of an483

edge has been a difficult problem in BAS. Pixels close to the484

edge of the target region need more attention. Therefore, we485

used API loss [14], which applies pixel intensity ω to each486

pixel as487

ωij = (1− λ)
∑
k∈K

∣∣∣∣∣
∑
h,w∈Aij

ykhw∑
h,w∈Aij

1
− yij

∣∣∣∣∣ yij . (12)

The pixel intensity ω is used for adaptive BCE loss (aBCE) 488

as 489

La
BCE = −

∑H
i

∑W
j (1 + ωij)

∑1
c=0(yc log(ŷc) + (1− yc) log(1− ŷc))∑H
i

∑W
j (1.5 + ωij)

,

(13)

where y and ŷ respectively denote the label and prediction 490

probability corresponding to the binary class. Compared with 491

BCE loss, using ω, aBCE loss enables the network to focus 492

more on local structures associated with explicit or fine edges. 493

In addition, the adaptive IoU (aIoU) loss optimizes the global 494

structures based on the intensive features corresponding to 495

ω. The pixels which are highly associated with the intensive 496

regions are discriminated and emphasized compared to the 497

original IoU loss, i.e., 498

LaIoU = 1−
∑H
i

∑W
j (yij ŷij)(1 + ωij)∑H

i

∑W
j (yij + ŷij − yij ŷij)(1 + ωij)

. (14)

To incorporate the above local and global structural 499

strengths, we combined the API loss functions as 500

LAPI(y, ŷ) = LaBCE(y, ŷ) + LaIoU (y, ŷ). (15)

The total loss function is denoted as 501

L(P,G) = LAPI(P (1), G) + LAPI(P (2), G) + LAPI(P,G).
(16)

IV. EXPERIMENTS 502

A. Datasets and Evaluate Metrics 503

The proposed BASNet is evaluated on two datasets captured 504

by UAVs: Chongli District dataset, China; and the Andong 505

City dataset, South Korea. Chongli District dataset was created 506

in February and May 2021 consisting of 104 RGB images with 507

resolution 5174×3888 and 4056×3034 pixels. The Andong 508

City dataset was created in May 2020 two weeks after a 509

forest fire and is composed of 85 RGB images of resolution 510

5472×3648. Each dataset is randomly divided into training set 511

and test set in the ratio of 7:3. 512

Three metrics are chosen to evaluate the performance of 513

BASNet and other state-of-the-art networks. The first is Mean 514

Absolute Error (MAE), which represents the pixel-wise av- 515

erage absolute difference between the predicted and ground 516

truth, i.e., 517

MAE =
1

W ×H

H∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

|P (i, j)−G(i, j)|, (17)

where W and H are respectively the width and height of the 518

image, while P and G respectively denote the prediction mask 519

and ground truth. The F-measure (Fβ) takes both precision and 520

recall into account, i.e., 521

Fβ =
(1 + β2) Precision × Recall
β2 × Precison + Recall

, (18)

where β2 is set to 0.3, as is recommended in [35]. In addition 522

to quantifying the pixel-level error between the predicted and 523

ground truth, we also used E-measure (Em) [36] to measure 524

the structural similarity between the two, i.e., 525

Em =
1

W ×H

W∑
i=1

H∑
j=1

φP (i, j) (19)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)

Fig. 9. Visual comparison of saliency maps: 1) Chongli District dataset (first five rows); and 2) Andong City dataset (the last two rows). The columns are:
(a) Input images; (b) Ground truth; (c) Ours; (d) CTDNet; (e) CPD; (f) F3Net; (g) GateNet; (h) LDF; (i) MiNet; (j) GLSTR; and (k) GCPANet.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 10. Visual comparison with several semantic segmentation networks.
The columns are: (a) Input images; (b) Ground truth; (c) Ours; (d) UNet; (e)
PSPNet; (f) DANet;

where φP is the enhanced alignment matrix.526

B. Implementation Details527

We use Pytorch to implement the proposed method. The528

experiments are performed on an NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. For529

training, the images are resized to 3072×3072 pixel, and530

random cropping and random horizontal flipping are used531

for data augmentation. Due to memory limitations, some532

of the images are reduced in size during training, and the533

specific resize values are shown in Table I. During prediction,534

the images are also resized to 3072×3072. The prediction535

results are the desired saliency maps, and no post-processing536

is involved. Due to the GPU memory limitation, we adopt537

ResNet-18, pre-trained on ImageNet, as the backbone network.538

The optimization method is Adam with a learning rate of 1e- 539

3, weight decay of 1e-4, batch size of 3, and training for 60 540

epochs. 541

It should be noted that considering the actual deployment 542

scenario of BAS, we use the video memory (12G) to more 543

than 90% of the maximum computing capacity of the 1080Ti 544

during the training process. However, current state-of-the-art 545

SOD networks are mostly designed for small images and 546

therefore require a very large amount of GPU memory to 547

predict high-resolution images. In order to make the training 548

and prediction process meet the needs of general equipment, 549

there are generally two ways of processing: 1) cropping large 550

images into multiple small images and feeding them into the 551

network for prediction; and 2) resizing large images to smaller 552

ones for prediction. We conducted experiments on BASNet in 553

both ways. As shown in Table II, resizing the image is better 554

than cropping the image for the experiment. In addition, the 555

smaller the cropped images, the worse the network performs. 556

The reason is that since the burned area is very large, there 557

will be a large number of cropped images that are either 558

all target or non-target regions. A large amount of global 559

contextual information and spatial location information are 560

lost, resulting in very poor prediction results. If resizing is 561

used, the closer a resized image is to its original image, the 562

better the network performs. Therefore, we adjusted the resize 563

value in the subsequent comparison experiments to cope with 564

the GPU memory demand of the different networks, so that it 565

fits onto the 12G memory in NVIDIA 1080Ti. 566

C. Comparison with the state-of-the-art SOD methods 567

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we 568
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TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS WITH STATE-OF-ART SOD MODELS ON OUR TWO DATASETS, WHERE VALUES IN BOLD DENOTE BEST PERFORMANCES

Methods
CHINA SOUTH KOREA

Resize
Fβ MAE Em Fβ MAE Em

Semantic segmentation

UNet 0.491 0.097 0.494 0.283 0.190 0.269 896× 896

PSPNet 0.731 0.021 0.729 0.513 0.019 0.544 1024× 1024

DANet 0.608 0.062 0.617 0.566 0.021 0.643 640× 640

SOD

F3Net 0.596 0.093 0.601 0.427 0.058 0.513 3072× 7072

LDF 0.632 0.070 0.642 0.477 0.043 0.549 3072× 7072

CTDNet 0.755 0.020 0.749 0.596 0.023 0.642 3072× 7072

MINet 0.594 0.069 0.618 0.475 0.038 0.573 2048× 2048

GateNet 0.673 0.036 0.715 0.466 0.045 0.543 2048× 2048

CPD 0.642 0.102 0.632 0.485 0.112 0.526 3072× 7072

GLSTR 0.671 0.038 0.705 0.395 0.065 0.471 384× 384

GCPANet 0.732 0.023 0.760 0.463 0.052 0.537 1024× 1024

BASNet(ours) 0.772 0.010 0.767 0.615 0.016 0.657 3072× 7072

TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON AFTER RESIZING OR CROPPING ON THE

TWO DATASETS

Operations Size
CHINA SOUTH KOREA

Fβ MAE Em Fβ MAE Em

Resizing

2048× 2048 0.758 0.021 0.777 0.565 0.024 0.62

1024× 1024 0.729 0.022 0.756 0.522 0.025 0.597

512× 512 0.688 0.025 0.741 0.547 0.028 0.633

3072× 3072 0.772 0.010 0.767 0.615 0.016 0.657

Cropping

2048× 2048 0.472 0.019 0.431 0.384 0.026 0.311

1024× 1024 0.304 0.017 0.206 0.237 0.019 0.187

512× 512 0.097 0.019 0.102 0.125 0.023 0.119

Original 0.772 0.010 0.767 0.615 0.016 0.657

compared it with eight state-of-the-art SOD methods: CTDNet569

[20], F3Net [37], LDF [38], MINet [39], GCPANet [40],570

GateNet [41], CPD [19], and GLSTR [42], where all results571

are generated from source code or provided by the creators572

of the SOD methods. The deep learning-based methods are573

trained using the same training data as the proposed meth-574

ods with the default parameter settings of the corresponding575

models.576

1) Qualitative comparison: The results of different meth-577

ods are shown in Fig. 9. The figure shows five challenging578

scenarios, including regions with complex edges, regions with579

similar backgrounds, tiny regions, large regions, and regions580

with more occlusions. Our method shows superiority and581

competitiveness in the following aspects.582

Advantages in positioning accuracy. Our method is ca-583

pable of accurately locating prominent targets with superior584

background interference suppression. In the fourth image (row585

4 of Fig. 9), due to the local weather and geography of the586

scene, there are numerous detected areas that are composed of587

vegetation similar to the target area. The other deep learning-588
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Fig. 11. P-R curves on the dataset of China and South Korea.

based networks more or less detect these indistinguishable 589

regions. In contrast, our network suppresses all the background 590

noise and identifies the target burned areas. In the seventh 591

image (row 7), the target area is very small, while there 592

are hard-to-identify background noise regions introduced by 593

lighting during image capture. Regardless of whether the target 594

area is very large or very small, our network accurately locates 595

the burned region and segments it. Thus, our network has 596

great advantages in terms of localization accuracy, and it has 597

effectively suppressed background noise as well as precise 598

localization ability. 599

Advantages in content integrity. In the first image (row 600

1 of Fig. 9), the burned area to be detected is very large. 601

As well as being influenced by geographical factors, there 602

are many scattered tiny regions on it that are different from 603

the burned area, i.e., noise existing in the target area. From 604

the comparison results, it can be seen that other segmentation 605

networks have difficulty in segmenting the target area as a 606

whole accurately, while our network segments the whole area 607

as an entire significant target. The result of our network is 608

more valuable as a reference for post-fire management and 609

recovery. All prediction networks in the second, third, fifth, 610

and sixth images basically suffer from the problem of detecting 611
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TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS WITH STATE-OF-ART SOD MODELS ON OUR TWO DATASETS IN TERMS OF PARAMETERS AND FPS

Methods F3Net LDF CTDNet MINet GateNet CPD GLSTR GCPANet BASNet(ours)

Parameters 25.54 25.15 11.82 162.38 128.63 29.10 162.98 67.05 13.62

FPS 2 2 5 0.5 1 2 5 1 5

incomplete target regions. However, our proposed network612

ensures that the segmented significant target regions are more613

holistic and complete to the greatest extent.614

Advantages in boundary details. In existing BAS methods,615

researchers usually addressed the problem that aerial images616

taken by UAV are too large to be segmented. However, since617

the BAS makes the image lose a lot of global semantic618

information and spatial location information, the resultant619

target region boundary is poorly segmented. Fig. 9 also shows620

that our network detected the edge detail well. A SOD method621

has the advantage of utilising spatial location information,622

and compared with Fig. 10, it can be seen that the network623

with SOD has better edge detail. Thus, the advantage of our624

network in terms of edge detail is important.625

2) Quantitative comparison: The P-R curves in Fig. 11626

show that our BASNet outperforms the other methods, achiev-627

ing the highest accuracy on both datasets. Table I reports the628

quantitative performances of the different methods. It shows629

that the performance of our method is significantly better in630

all performance measures than the state-of-the-art SOD and631

semantic segmentation methods for BAS on the two datasets.632

In addition, Table III shows that BASNet has a greater advan-633

tage in prediction speed and number of parameters among the634

networks it compares with.635

D. Comparision with semantic segmentation methods636

We have also conducted experiments on some main-637

stream semantic segmentation networks including UNet[34],638

PSPNet[43], DANet[44]. The quantitative results are shown in639

Table I, and the visualization of the results are shown in Fig.640

10. It can be seen that semantic segmentation performs poorer641

for regions with complex boundaries and less severe burns642

such as the several scenarios illustrated in this paper. Further-643

more, semantic segmentation networks consume more memory644

during training. Based on the experimental observation, the645

input images with the resized size of 1024×1024 already646

occupies more than 90% memory when using 1080Ti GPU.647

This means the size of images must be reduced significantly,648

where some semantic information and spatial information649

might be lost. High memory consumption also introduces650

some difficulties in the actual deployment of the network.651

E. Ablation Study652

We validated the effectiveness of each module of BASNet653

on both two datasets by adding them to the baseline network654

gradually. We also verified the contribution of using API loss.655

The same training parameters are used in all experiments (see656

Section IV-B). The backbone is ResNet18 and is pre-trained657

on ImageNet.658

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 12. Visual comparison of saliency maps in adding RFM in the ablation
study: (a)Input images; (b) Ground truth; (c) Base; and (d) Base+RFM.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 13. Visual comparison of saliency maps in adding the CB in the ablation
study: (a) Input images; (b) Ground truth; (c) Base+RFM+GAP; and (d)
Base+RFM+GAP+CB.

Fig. 12 shows that the proposed RFM effectively suppresses 659

background noise, extracts more accurate features, and gener- 660

ates a more complete overall saliency map when compared 661

with the baseline net. In addition, Fig. 13 shows that CB 662

integrates richer semantic information and refines more details 663

via RFM, which further improves the accuracy of the saliency 664

map. 665

1) Comparison of accuracy: Table IV shows that the fea- 666

ture fusion capability of RFM greatly improves the overall 667
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TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDIES FOR DIFFERENT MODULES: CHANGES IN THE THREE MAIN EVALUATION METRICS ON TWO DATASETS AS EACH MODULE IS

GRADUALLY ADDED.

Module CHINA SOUTH KOREA

base RFM GAP CB CBAM BRM Fβ MAE Em Fβ MAE Em

X 0.705 0.038 0.717 0.468 0.041 0.557

X X 0.752 0.023 0.752 0.563 0.018 0.629

X X X 0.767 0.016 0.756 0.567 0.021 0.632

X X X X 0.750 0.015 0.761 0.580 0.021 0.637

X X X X X 0.759 0.016 0.759 0.578 0.018 0.625

X X X X X X 0.772 0.010 0.767 0.615 0.016 0.657

TABLE V
ABLATION STUDIES FOR DIFFERENT MODULES: CHANGES IN THE

NUMBER OF PARAMETERS AND FPS ON THE TWO DATASETS

Module
Parameters FPS

base RFM GAP CB CBAM BRM 1X1

X 12.56M 13

X X 12.73M 11

X X X 12.73M 11

X X X X 21.70M 7

X X X X X 21.71M 5

X X X X X X 21.71M 4

X X X X X X X 13.62M 5

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 14. Visual comparison of saliency maps in adding the API loss: (a) Input
images; (b) Ground truth; (c) BCE+IOU; and (d) API.

prediction accuracy of the network. This shows how the668

complementary fusion of features is crucial in the detection of669

salient targets for large-scale images. It is important to note670

that the components of the network have a complementary671

role with each other. For example, the performance of the672

network is improved less when CBAM is added directly but673

is greatly improved after cooperating with the new module674

behind the network. Therefore, it can be concluded that each675

component of the network not only plays a role in improving676

TABLE VI
QUANTITIVE COMPARISON OF EFFECTS ON THE API IN THE LOSS

FUNCTION

Loss functions
CHINA SOUTH KOREA

Fβ MAE Em Fβ MAE Em

BCE+IOU 0.726 0.031 0.738 0.522 0.032 0.592

API 0.772 0.010 0.767 0.615 0.016 0.657

the network performance individually, but also performs better 677

when they are integrated. This demonstrates the effectiveness 678

of each component of our network and the overall effectiveness 679

of the network. 680

2) Comparison of speed: Table V shows that in the process 681

of gradually adding the network modules, the speed of the 682

network decreases from 13 FPS to 4 FPS and the number of 683

parameters increases from 12.56 M to 21.71 M. The added 684

1 × 1 convolution reduces the parameters of the network to 685

13.62 M, the speed increases to 5 FPS, and all the performance 686

metrics are improved. The 1 × 1 convolution effectively di- 687

minishes the redundant information of the network’s multiple 688

channels and improves its performance. Reducing the memory 689

requirement of the device enables our proposed method to 690

achieve better adaptability in different application scenarios. 691

3) Comparison of with/without using API loss: We also 692

conducted experiments to validate the use of API loss, and 693

the results are shown in Table VI. The table shows that API 694

loss improves the overall performance of BASNet significantly 695

more than directly summing up the BCE and IoU losses. In 696

addition, we also visualized the difference with or without 697

using API loss in Fig. 14. The figure shows that the use of 698

API loss refines the edges of the burned areas predicted by the 699

network and enhances the overall integrity of the prediction 700

results. 701

F. Failure cases 702

Fig. 15 shows some failure cases of our proposed method. 703

There are more complex distractors in the burned areas in 704

these scenes, or there are non-significant areas that are easily 705

misclassified by the network, such as in the first row of 706

Fig. 15. Such scenes can cause the network to mis-detect 707

false positive regions, resulting in unsatisfactory results. In 708

addition, complex scenes can lead to reduced completeness of 709
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15. Some failure cases of our proposed method: (a) Input images; (b)
Ground truth; and (c) BASNet.

the segmentation results, which is challenging for our current710

network. In the future, we will further improve our network711

to achieve better results, starting from the detailed information712

of salient targets and local association information.713

V. CONCLUSION714

In this paper, the method of SOD is applied for the first time715

for BAS, and an efficient and accurate network is proposed for716

this scenario. The network is divided into two sub-modules.717

The positioning module efficiently extracts high-level semantic718

features and global contextual information via the GAP layer719

and the CB to determine the approximate location of salient720

regions. The network is further improved by using RFM with721

API loss. The experimental results show that the application of722

BASNet to BAS effectively addressed the problems of region723

occlusions, similar background noise, blurred boundaries, slow724

operation speed, and the need for pre-processing or post-725

processing faced by existing methods. The results have also726

been significantly improved. This approach also achieves state-727

of-the-art performance on two of the latest UAV-acquired728

burned areas datasets.729
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